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ABSTRACT
A simple algorithm called LD is described for computing the Lyndon decomposition of a word of length
n Although LD requires time Onlogn in the worst case it is shown to require only n worstcase time
for words which are 	decomposable
 and n averagecase time for words whose length is small with
respect to alphabet size The main interest in LD resides in its application to the problem of computing
the canonical form of a circular word For this problem LD is shown to execute signicantly faster than
other known algorithms on important classes of words Further experiment suggests that when applied
to arbitrary words LD on average outperforms the other known canonization algorithms in terms of two
measures number of tests on letters and execution time
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Let A be a nonempty set of distinct totally ordered elements We call A an alphabet of size   jAj and we
call its elements letters Denote by A  the set of all words which can be formed from letters of A by repeated
concatenation Then for example if A  fag A   fai j i  	     g where ai denotes the concatenation
of i as Let A   A   fg where  is the empty word A  and A  are ordered lexicographically
Consider a word w  A  which contains n concatenated letters We say that w has length n  jwj If for
some u  A  v  A  it is true that w  uv then u is called a prex of w If moreover v   then u is
called a proper prex of w A sux and a proper sux are dened analogously w is called a Lyndon word
i for every proper prex u such that w  uv it is true that w  vu Denote by L the set of Lyndon words
Clearly L  A  and for example if A  fa bg then fa b ab aabg  L and faa ba aba ababg  A nL
	
Lyndon words are of interest primarily because of the following remarkable theorem CFL
Theorem  Every word w  A  has a unique decomposition w  ww   wm into Lyndon words wi
i  	    m satisfying w  w      wm 	
It turns out that computing the Lyndon decomposition of a given word w of length n is closely related to
other problems D
 computation of the lexicographically least rotation canonical form of a circular
 word formed from w
 computation of a minimummaximum sux of w
The rst of these problems has rather unexpected applications in computational geometry determining
whether or not given polygons are similar ATIS and graph theory determining whether or not given
cycles have the same degree sequence CB	 The next two problems mentioned are wellknown and arise
in various contexts AHU  All of these problems are solved by Duvals Lyndon decomposition
algorithm D which executes in time n
In Section  of this paper we present a new Lyndon decomposition algorithm called LD and show that
it executes in time Onlogn using Ologn space In Section  we show that on certain classes of words
LD executes in average time n and furthermore requires on average less than n  log n tests on the
letters in the word In Section  we introduce the circular word canonization problem and show once again
over certain classes of words that a version of LD called FMSP solves this problem using fewer letter tests
than other available algorithms We also give the results of experimental comparisons between FMSP and
three other algorithms including Duvals which solve it our experiments indicate that on average FMSP
is superior to the other algorithms not only in terms of letter tests but also in terms of execution time
 ALGORITHM LD
The strategy of Algorithm LD is based on the observation that computing the Lyndon decomposition of
w is easy if for each prex u of w there is exactly one position in u which contains the minimum letter
of u It is not dicult to see that if a word w has this property then every Lyndon word in its Lyndon
decomposition has a distinct rst letter We say therefore that such words w are decomposable Examples
of 	decomposable words are the Lyndon word w  abc   xyz where the minimum letter of each prex is
always in position 	 w  zyx    cba where the minimum letter of each prex is always its rightmost letter
and w  cddbccabbcc which decomposes into w  cdd w  bcc and w  abbcc The strategy of LD is
simply to deal very eciently with 	decomposable words and to handle the more dicult ones as special
cases We now introduce notation and terminology which allow this strategy to be described precisely
Since it is often necessary to refer to subwords of a given word w it becomes convenient to represent w
as an array W  Then for given integers i and j satisfying 	 
 i 
 j 
 n we let W i j denote the subword
of W beginning at position i and ending at position j When j  i W i i is usually abbreviated to W i
Given W and an integer j  	 n we say that a positive integer i 
 j is jfeasible i for every integer
h   	    j  i W i i  h is a minimum over all subwords of length h  	 of W 	 j As we shall see
below Lemma  if i is not jfeasible for any j then no Lyndon word in the Lyndon decomposition of W
begins at position i For any j  	 n let
Fj  fi i     ikg    	
denote the set of all jfeasible positions of W 	 j arranged in ascending order so that always i  i 
    ik Then in particular F  f	g Algorithm LD executes by proceeding from left to right through W 
thus successively letting j take the values 	      n and computing Fj at each step In order to understand
this process we require certain elementary properties of Fj 
Property  k  	 that is Fj  
Proof For every integer j  	 n there must exist at least one position i such that W i is a minimum
over all letters of W 	 j Then suppose that for some integer h  	 there exist kh  	 positions
i i     ikh such that for every i  	 kh W i ih	 is a minimum over all subwords ofW 	 j

of length h It follows that for at least one of these kh positions say i
 W i i  h is a minimum
over all subwords of W 	 j of length h 	 Then the result follows by induction 	




for every nonnegative integer h 
 j  is
W ir  h  W is  h
Proof Since by the denition of jfeasible all the subwords specied by 	 are minimum subwords of
length h in W 	 j they must therefore be equal 	
Property  If in 	 j  ik then Fj  Fj if j  ik then Fj  Fj  fjg
Proof Suppose that j  ik It follows that W j  W ik  W ik      W i and it follows as well
that every element of Fj must also be an element of Fj as required Similarly when j  ik every
element of Fj excluding j must also be an element of Fj 	
From these properties it begins to appear that Fj  can be derived from Fj by a kind of renement
process The following two lemmas make this transition clearer
Lemma  Suppose that Fj is dened by 	 and that j  n Then
a Fj   fj  	g  W j  	  W i
b j  	  Fj   W j  	 
 W i
c for every integer h   k
i ih  Fj   W j  	 
 W i  j  	 ih
ii if W j  	  W i  j  	 ih then for every positive
integer h  h ih   Fj 
Proof Since we suppose that Fj has already been determined it follows that for every integer h   k
W ih j  W i i  j  ih is the minimum subword of length j  	  ih Thus to determine
whether or not ih  Fj  it suces to test W j  	 against W i  j  	 ih
a By the denition of jfeasible every element W ih 	 
 h 
 k is a minimum element of W 	 j
Then if W j	  W i it follows that no element of Fj can belong to Fj  hence by Property
 that Fj   fj  	g Suppose on the other hand that W j  	  W i Then think of
comparing W j  	 with W i  j  	  ik  that is comparing the letters displaced by
the same number of positions j  	  ik from ik and i respectively Three cases arise If
W j  	 is greater then i  Fj  if less then ik  Fj  and if the two letters are equal then
fi ikg  Fj  In each case Fj   fj  	g
b Suppose that j  	  Fj  But then if W j  	  W i j  	 cannot be j  	feasible
a contradiction Hence W j  	 
 W i Conversely suppose that j  	  Fj  By a
W j  	  W i But if W j  	  W i then j  	 is j  	feasible so that by denition
j  	  Fj  a contradiction Hence W j  	  W i
c i If W j  	 
 respectively  W i  j  	 ih then W ih j  	

 respectively  W i i  j  	 ih so that ih  Fj  res
pectively ih  Fj 
ii Since W j  	  W i  j  	 ih W ih j  	  W i i  j
	 ih But for every positive h  h
W i i  j  	 ih  W ih   ih   j  	 ih
from which the result follows 	
In order to formulate the next lemma let us say that a position i  	 n marks a Lyndon word of W i
i is the starting position of a Lyndon word of W 
Lemma  Suppose that Fj is dened by 	 and that j  n Suppose further that W j  	  W i
Then
a j  	 marks a Lyndon word of W 
b i  i j marks a Lyndon word of W if and only if i  Fj 

Proof To prove a observe thatW j	 is strictly less than any element ofW 	 j and that therefore j	
marks a Lyndon word of length at least one And so the previous Lyndon word of W terminates at
position j
To prove b recall that i  Fj if and only if W i j
 is a minimum subword of W 	 j for every
j  i j For every integer k  	 k consider ik   Fj For k
  k let j  ik    	 otherwise
for k  k let j  j Let j denote an integer in the range ik   j and write W ik  j
  uv where
u is any proper prex v   Then for j  ik   j
 uv  vu while for j  j  	 j uv  vu as
soon as juj  j  ik   	 Thus W i j decomposes into k nonincreasing Lyndon words marked by
i i     ik Since by Theorem 		 the decomposition is unique b follows 	
We are now in a position to outline Algorithm LD as a process of computing Fj  from Fj As already
observed F  f	g Then if Fj is given by 	 we compute Fj  by comparing W j	 with W i There
are three cases
	 If less then by Lemmas 	a and a Fj   fj  	g and j  	 marks a Lyndon word Further by
Lemma b each element of Fj marks a Lyndon word
 If equal then by Lemma 	b j	  Fj  and by Property  Fj  is formed by deleting elements
from Fjfj	g in accordance with Lemma 	c If during this deletion process it is found that for
some hW j	  W ij	ih then in accordance with Lemma  the elements i i     ih
must all mark Lyndon words
 If greater then by Property  Fj  is formed by deleting elements from Fj in accordance with Lemma
	c
The following algorithm expresses this strategy formally It outputs in ascending sequence the starting
positions of the Lyndon words of W 
Algorithm LD
i  	 F  f	g k 	
for j   to n do
f
if W j  W i then
if W j  W i then
foutput F  F  fjg goto NEXTjg
else
F  F  fjg
for h k downto  do
if W j  W i  j  ih then
F  F  fihg
elseif W j  W i  j  ih then
foutput fi i     ihg
F  F  fi i     ihg
goto NEXTjg
NEXTj k jF j
g
output F 
Note that LD	 executes very eciently on 	decomposable words W  since F never contains more than
a single element and so the inner for loop is never executed For such W  the number of tests on letters of
W executed by LD	 is exactly n	 plus m	 where m is the number of Lyndon words in W  The trouble
with LD	 is that it can also be very slow it may happen that for n values of j Fj contains n elements
 for instance when W  an or abn In such cases each test in the inner for loop is executed n
times However the following result provides a basis for improving the algorithms worst case complexity
Lemma  Suppose that Fj is dened by 	 For any integer r  	 k 	 let dr  ir   ir Then for
every r  	
a dr  dr

b dr  dr  dr  j  ir  	
c dr  dr  W ir ir  	  W ir ir   	
d if dr  dr then W ir ir  	 is a Lyndon word in the Lyndon
decomposition of W if and only if W ir ir   	 is also a Lyndon
word
Proof a Suppose that dr  dr Then Property  implies that every drth position after ir in W must
be an element of Fj  hence that there exists an element of Fj between ir and ir  a contradiction
b Suciency is trivial To prove necessity suppose that jir	  dr  dr Then irdr	  j
W ir j  W ir j  dr and it follows that ir  dr  	  is  	 for some s  r   k
We therefore conclude that W ir  dr ir  	  W ir  is  	 and so ir  dr  Fj  a
contradiction
c Necessity is an immediate consequence of Property  suciency follows from the fact that two
subwords can be equal only if they have the same length
d For any integer s  r 	 r let ws  W is is   	 Suppose that wr is a Lyndon word of W 
but that wr is not Then wr must be a proper sux of a Lyndon word w  uwr  wr
where u  wr Since by c wr  wr it follows that u  wr But then uwr  wru
contradicting the assumption that w is a Lyndon word Hence wr must also be a Lyndon
word A similar argument establishes the converse 	
Lemma a makes precise the intuitive idea that elements of Fj should normally be less common
in the lowernumbered positions of W  since in order to be starting positions of minimum subwords and
thus retained in Fj these positions have more conditions to satisfy than the highernumbered positions
have Lemma b strengthens this idea considerably making clear that if a minimum subword is not
immediately duplicated then it must have a length greater than that of all the subwords determined by
the remaining elements of Fj Further Lemma d tells us that over any concatenated sequence of two
or more identical subwords it suces to record only the starting positions of the leftmost and rightmost
subwords in the sequence together with the length of the subword since if any of the subwords is a Lyndon
word then they will all be Lyndon words Let us call each such maximal sequence of identical subwords a
repetition Then eliminating unnecessary elements from Fj would mean that any repetition in W would give
rise to only two entries in Fj Further whenever it occurs that dr  dr then either r  k  	 marking
the last element of Fj or dr   dr  dr in this latter case it must also be true that dr  
 dr so that
dr   dr From this fact it is not hard to argue that with super!uous elements removed from Fj
jFjj  Ologn A more detailed analysis enables us to specify an exact upper bound on jFjj This analysis
is given in an Appendix we state here the result
Lemma  Suppose that every repetition in W 	 j gives rise to at most two entries in Fj Then
k  jFjj 
  logn  	
The bound is sharp more precisely for every even k there exists a word of length n  k	
for which jFnj  k 	
In order to implement the elimination of unnecessary elements from Fj we redene Fj as a set of ordered
integer pairs ih dh
Fj  fi d i d     ik dkg    
where as before the ih are assumed to be in ascending sequence and the corresponding dh are computed
from the expression
dh  ih  i
 
where i  is the largest jfeasible position less than ih in case no such position exists dh   Then a
modied LD algorithm can be described by making a few straightforward changes to LD	
Algorithm LD
i  	 d   F  f	 g k  	

for j   to n do
f
if W j  W i then
if W j  W i then
foutput F  F  fj g goto NEXTjg
else
if dk  j  ik then ik  j
else F  F  fj j  ikg
for h k downto  do
if W j  W i  j  ih then
F  F  fih dhg
elseifW j  W i  j  ih then
foutput fi d i d     ih dhg
F  F  fi d i d     ih dhg
goto NEXTjg
NEXTj k jF j
g
output F 
Apart from the redenition of Fj the main novelty in LD is the adjustment made to replace ik by j in
the case that dk  j  ik thus ensuring that the leftmost and rightmost only of the identical subwords in a
repetition are stored in Fj For example given the word
w  abababacabababacabababa
the output of LD would be
F  f	  	   g
encoding the starting positions 	  	 	 	  In general starting positions corresponding to an output
set  are determined by the following rule
for h 	 to k do
if dh   then
ih is a starting position of a Lyndon word
else
fih  dh ih  dh     ih  rdhg are starting positions
where r  ih  ihdh Observe that in view of Lemma  the size of any single output produced by
LD is Ologn In fact in certain cases the compression of the output can be even more pronounced the
output corresponding to w  an is F  f	  n 	g for example In conjunction with Lemmas  and
 Lemma  also gives rise to the main result of this section which we now formally state
Theorem  Algorithm LD computes the starting positions of the Lyndon words of a given word w of
length n in On logn time and Ologn space 	
 SOME ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
In this section we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of Algorithm LD We demonstrate that over
a suciently large alphabet or alternatively over the 	decomposable words on any alphabet Algorithms
LD	 and LD require on average at most
n  log n 
letter tests for their execution For the decomposition problem this is approximately the same as the number
of tests required by Duvals algorithm D as we shall see in the next section however when applied to
the canonization problem Algorithm LD has a signicant advantage

Theorem  For a given integer    and a given real number x   let A x denote the set of all words
W of length n  dxe whose letters are drawn from an alphabet of size  Let Dx denote
the set of all words of A x which are 	decomposable Then




xj  	 	
n
b lim fx  	e
x
c the average number of Lyndon words in a word W  Dx is at
most
logminf ng 	
Proof By hypothesis A x contains 
n distinct words Observe that if every W 	 j 	 
 j 
 n contains
a single unique minimum letter then W 	 may assume any one of  values but that thereafter
for every integer i   n W i may assume every value except the current minimum letter of the
subword W 	 i 	 Thus jDxj   	
n and
fx   	
nn
from which a follows b then follows from elementary calculus and the fact that
	  	x 
 	 	dxe 
 	 	x
To prove c let us rst replace each letter of A by its rank  that is by a positive integer in the
range 	  denoting the letters position in the alphabet W  W 	 n then becomes a string on
these integers Given an integer j  	 n let k denote the unique minimum integer in W 	 j 	
where for j  	 we take k    	 Then the expected value of the next minimum integer to occur
in W j n is k so that the expected sequence of minima is represented by 	 	   
Each of these minima in fact marks the rst position of a Lyndon word of W  and there will be
log 	 of them
The expected position of the next minimum integer may be determined as follows Let
pk  PrfW j  kg   k  	
and let nk denote the expected number of positions j j	     jh until the rst valueW jh  k
occurs Then for j  	 nk  pk   while for j  	 pk  
nk  	  pk  	 pkpk     k	 pkp
k
k    
 	  pk	  pk  p

k    
 		 pk
 k  	
Thus the expected gaps between the minima are represented by 	  	  	    for a
string of length n there will be logn  	 such gaps after the starting position j  	 The result
follows 	
We remark that a result similar to Theorem 	c holds for arbitrary words W  that is in general the
expected number of Lyndon words is logarithmic in the minimum of word length and alphabet size
From Theorem 	ab we see that for cases in which alphabet size  is large with respect to word size
n x is small so that fx is close to one Indeed for any xed word length n and any real number   
there exists an integer   such that for every alphabet size     	  fx   Hence by a suciently
small choice of  that is for suciently large alphabet size  it follows from Theorem 	c that Lx
the expected number of Lyndon words in a word W  A x is at most logn  	 We have
Theorem  Over all wordsW of length n dened on a suciently large alphabet or over all 	decompos
able wordsW dened on any alphabet Algorithms LD	 and LD execute on average at most
n log n  tests on the letters of W 

Proof As already remarked about LD	 the number of letter tests required for a 	decomposable word is
nm  where m is the number of Lyndon words found 	
On smaller alphabets or on words which are not 	decomposable the average case behaviour of Algorithm
LD appears to be much more dicult to analyze So far for these other cases there is only experimental
evidence of the relative eciency of LD compared to other algorithms  this matter is discussed further in
Section  in the context of the circular word canonization problem We conclude this section with one further
asymptotic result related to another special case we show that words or subwords which are repetitions
are an asymptotically rare phenomenon Since as we have seen repetitions  especially nested repetitions
 are one main source of additional tests in LD this result provides further justication for considering
LD in preference to other algorithms
We consider the set A n of all words of length n on an alphabet A of size   jAj Further for any given
integer k  	 let A nk denote the subset of A
 
n consisting of all words w of length n such that w  u
k Then
for k  	 and A nk   every word in A
 
nk is a repetition which we say is of multiplicity k Observe that
for distinct integers k and k A nk and A
 




 as well as in A
 
 Suppose that the word length is expressed in the form
n  pq  p
q
   p
qr
r     
where the pj 	 
 j 
 r are distinct primes and 	  p  p     pr  We make the following remarks
 jA n j  
n
 jA nkj  
nk if k j n
  otherwise
 For every prime number p and every positive integer h A nhp  A
 
np











Theorem  For   	 let f n denote the fraction of words of A
 





npj  gn if r  	
 np p   if r  	 	
f n is maximized for given n by choosing    for given  f
 
n generally decreases with n but locally
tends to assume larger values when n is a product of small primes The rst few values are as follows













 f   
        	
f   
	        	

More generally it is straightforward to show that
f n 
 r
n  log n 
n
Thus even for    long words or subwords are very rarely repetitions In view of Lemma  we
remark that the words which lead to the worst case behaviour of Algorithm LD contain long repetitive
subwords which are a small subset of the repetitions counted here Thus the worst case behaviour of LD is
an asymptotically rare event

 EFFICIENCY COMPARISONS
In this section we introduce a new problem the circular word canonization problem and show that it is
solved by any algorithm which computes the Lyndon decomposition of a word Thus in particular both
LD and Duvals algorithm mentioned in the Introduction apply to both problems However there exist
two other algorithms due to Booth and to Shiloach which compute the canonical form of a circular word but
which are not known to have variants that handle Lyndon decomposition In this section then we compare
all four algorithms as they apply to the circular word canonization problem The canonization version of
LD will be called for a reason which appears below FMSP
Given a word W  let X W  Then the canonization problem on W is to determine those integer values
of i  	 n for which Xi i  n  	 is lexicographically least Here we state the problem in terms of W 
merely to avoid introducing arithmetic modulo n all the algorithms discussed here actually work on W
rather than X Such values of i will be called following Shiloach S	 minimum starting points MSPs
Let us say that W has index k if W contains k MSPs but not k  	 Then the following lemma is easily
proved by induction on k
Lemma  A word W of length n has index k  	 if and only if k is the largest integer for which W is a
repetition of multiplicity k 	
It follows from this result that a complete solution of the canonization problem can always be achieved
by specifying the smallest MSP i together with the index k then the complete set of MSPs is just
fi i d     i k  	dg
where the integer d  nk is called the oset Thus determining MSPs for each of two given words W
and W provides us with a means of determining whether or not W is a cyclic permutation of W it is
this observation which relates the MSP computation to the problems of computational geometry AT and
graph theory CB	 mentioned in the Introduction
Before studying the particular algorithms we rst prove a result which makes clear that any Lyndon
decomposition algorithm is essentially also a canonization algorithm
Theorem  Suppose that a word W has Lyndon decomposition uk  u
k
    u
km
m  where m  	 and u 
u      um For every integer j  	m let ij denote the starting position of the subword
u
kj
j  Then im is an MSP of W if and only if all of the following conditions simultaneously
hold
a m  	
b km  	
c um is a prex of um
d umu
k 
   u
km
m  um
Otherwise im is an MSP of W 
Proof We rst consider each of the conditions in turn showing that if each one of them independently is
false then im is an MSP and im is not This is trivially so for a since if m  	 then m  	 In
case b if km  	 then W im n  u
km
m is a minimum subword of length kmjumj if m  	 W im n
is the only such minimum subword Observe now that condition d implies condition c Hence if
c is false then d also is false so that im is an MSP while im is not
Now suppose that conditions ad all hold Then im can be an MSP only if equality holds in
condition d and in this case im also is an MSP otherwise if umu
k 
   u
km
m  um it follows
that im is the unique MSP 	
Theorem 	 provides us with a methodology for specifying an MSP of W either im or im In the
case that im and im are both MSPs the oset may be computed from
d  im  imkm

thus determining k and a complete set of MSPs Since conditions ad of Theorem 	 can all be evaluated
in On time and constant space it follows that every Lyndon decomposition algorithm converts into a
corresponding canonization algorithm with unchanged asymptotic time and space complexity
As noted above three algorithms for the canonization problem have already been published These
algorithms are strikingly dierent the rst B is a variant of the failure function algorithm KMP
a second S	 is based on a sieve technique which eliminates positions in W that cannot be MSPs and
the third D is as we have seen essentially a Lyndon decomposition algorithm Table 	 compares the
four known canonization algorithms in terms of their use of space and time The space measure given is in
addition to the storage required for the original word W  The time measure used is the number of tests

performed on letters ofW  a test is a binary function which returns one of f g or one of fg or one of
f
g The time measure originally used for the three previously published algorithms was the number of
ternary comparisons returning one of f g on a binary computer tests seem more appropriate For
FMSP the bounds on the number of tests are identical to those for LD for Duvals algorithm however the
application to the canonization problem depends on a proposition
 D p  whose eect is to double
to n the upper bound on the number of tests
Comparison of Four Canonization Algorithms
measure Booth Shiloach Duval FMSP
space n 	 	 Olog n
no of  n   n 	  n 	  n 	
tests 
 n 
 n  
 n On log n
 Another implementation of Duvals algorithm requires n space
but no more than n tests
Table 
Although the measures of Table 	 seem to favour Shiloachs and Duvals algorithms nevertheless we
have already seen in Section  that FMSP executes very eciently on 	decomposable words and on words
whose length is small with respect to alphabet size In fact we shall see that for such words FMSP requires
considerably fewer letter tests than Duvals algorithm and over all words requires substantially less time
than Shiloachs algorithm
We turn rst to a consideration of Duvals algorithm D in particular its execution on a 	decomposable
word W of length n which contains m Lyndon words An inspection of the algorithm easily reveals that for
each position after the rst which marks a Lyndon word two letter tests must be made also that for each
position which does not mark a Lyndon word one letter test is made Thus at least n  m   tests are
required by Duvals algorithm the same as the total for Algorithm LD However it is not dicult to see
that Duvals algorithm must also perform an additional im  	 letter tests until as pointed out in D
j  k rst equals
 n 	 where im is the position which marks the mth Lyndon word of W  On the other
hand for 	decomposable words the set F formed by the execution of FMSP remains empty and it follows
that no additional letter tests are required beyond those required by LD Then denoting by tD and tIS
the number of tests on W performed by Duvals algorithm and FMSP respectively we nd that
tD  tIS  im  	  m  	
As we have seen in the previous section the expected value of im is close to n and is thus in "n Hence
Theorem  Over all circular words of length n dened on a suciently large alphabet or over all 	
decomposable circular words dened on any alphabet Algorithm FMSP requires on average
n fewer letter tests than are required by Duvals algorithm moreover for any particular
	decomposable word W with m Lyndon words the number of letter tests required by
Algorithm FMSP is less by at least m 	 than that required by Duvals algorithm 	
	
We remark also that for 	decomposable words the number of letter tests required by Shiloachs algorithm
is equal to that required by FMSP only if m  n otherwise the Shiloach algorithm requires more tests
In the absence of theoretical results for kdecomposable words k  	 we present here the average results
of experiments on large numbers of words of given length n dened on alphabets of size  These words
were randomly generated with all n words equally likely The four algorithms were implemented in a C
program which compares their outputs MSP and k and which records both CPU time and number of letter
tests for each word processed Each algorithm was compiled using two dierent optimizing
 compilers and
for each algorithm its fastest implementation was chosen Typical results are shown in Tables  and 
The implementations of Booths and Shiloachs algorithms include correction of errors found in the original
published versions
Average Number of Tests for Four Canonization Algorithms
 n Booth Shiloach Duval FMSP
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Table 
Average CPU Time for Four Canonization Algorithms
 n Booth Shiloach Duval FMSP
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 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 Normalized according to the FMSP time for    n  
Table 
We make the following remarks about the experimental results displayed in Tables  and 
 FMSP requires fewer tests and less CPU time in all cases shown Its advantage over other algorithms
is more pronounced for large alphabeting re!ects the greater incidence in small alphabets of subwords
which are nearrepetitions
 The Duval algorithm consistently requires much less CPU time than the Shiloach algorithm even though
in certain cases especially for smaller alphabet size it requires more tests This illustrates the danger of
relying on an articial measure such as tests to gauge the eciency of algorithms of course the reason for
the discrepancy is that at least in certain instances the housekeeping required in the Duval algorithm is
much simpler and less timeconsuming than that of the Shiloach algorithm
The picture changes considerably when the algorithms are executed on words which consist of k  	
identical subwords Table  As discussed in Section  these are cases which are dicult for FMSP and
they are also cases which Duvals algorithm handles very eciently As we have seen even for    they
are rare
Average CPU Time for Multiple Subwords
 n k Booth Shiloach Duval FMSP
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 Normalized as in Table 
Table 
APPENDIX A
Here we outline a proof of Lemma  that is for a given integer k   we nd the least integer j  jk
such that W 	 j induces exactly k entries in the set Fj where Fj is constructed according to the strategy
of Algorithm LD
It is clear that j   since W 	   aa yields F  f	 g For k   two strategies are possible First
we may try to use the shortest possible repetition as a prex to W 	 j this leads to W 	   ababa with a
corresponding F	  f	  g Hence j 
  Alternatively we may seek to prepend to the solution for k  
a minimum length prex u which adds an additional element to Fj by Lemma b juj  j   We nd
that we can form W 	   aabaa corresponding to F	  f	  g Since there is no other strategy possible
we conclude that j  
Now consider k   If we prepend a word of length j	 to either one of the solutions for k   we nd
j 
 j	  		 Prepending to ababa yields for example W 	 		  ababacababa with F  f	   		g
while prepending to aabaa yields W 	 		  aabaabaabaa or aabaacaabaa with F  f	  	 		g But in
this case we can do better since aabaa has a prex aab which is not duplicated we can prepend that prex
yielding W 	   aabaabaa for which F
  f	   g Observe that since the word aabaa is of minimum
length so also by construction is its prex aab thus no other word formed using this strategy could be
shorter Observe also that as for k   no other strategy is available to us either the minimum length word
for k   must have a duplicated prex or a nonduplicated prex whose length is at least j  	 Hence
j  
Similarly for k   we can form
W 	 	  W 	 cW 	   aabaabaacaabaabaa
by introducing a new letter c or
W 	 	  aabaacaabaacaabaa
by duplicating the prex of W 	 		 These solutions yield F  f	 	 	 		g or f	  	 		g
respectively Thus j	  	
We can imagine proceeding in this way applying two strategies at each step to derive jk  from jk Table
A	 shows the results of this procedure for the rst few values of k jk is the word length obtained by
duplicating the prex while for k   jk results from prepending jk together with a new letter




















ke if k is even
 jk  	 if k is odd
Since j  j   it is straightforward to show from these recurrence relations that for every odd k jk  j

k
Moreover for every even k  
jk  jk  	  djk  	e
 jk  
Since j   these equations yield the solution
jk  
k  	    A	
Then for every even k A	 gives the minimum length subword W 	 j for which jFjj  k As we have
seen this minimum is achieved Moreover for odd k jk  k  	 and Lemma  follows
Finally we observe that the minimum values jk are dependent on the alphabet size in particular for
smaller alphabets the jk will tend to become larger for larger values of k Thus for smaller alphabets the
upper bound expressed by Lemma  will become smaller
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